
Chapter 3: International Policy Issues

This chapter discusses three principal areas their international prices. Recent international
of international concern: the environment for decisions appear to have paved the way for the
international trade, the prospects for capital establishment of a Common Fund which, to-
flows and external debt, and energy. As noted gether with individual commodity agreements,
in Chapter 2, the issues in these areas are inter- could reduce the amplitude of price fluctuations
dependent. A more liberal trade environment and facilitate a steadier expansion of suppry.
improves the export and growth prospects of The scale and scope of the Fund and the proce-
developing countries, which, in turn, enhances dures governing its operation remain to be de-
their capacity to service debt and helps to termined. Until this occurs and some operational
strengthen the structure of international capital experience is gained, it will be difficult to assess
flows. As another example, sharp and unpre- the effect of the institution on the volume and
dictable increases in the price of internationally prices of primary commodity exports.
traded petroleum, which increase the strain on Non-fuel primary exports from developing
the balances of payments of oil importing coun- countries would also benefit from improved
tries, can induce major industrialized nations access to markets in industrialized countries.
to adopt unduly deflationary policies, slowing While tariff and non-tariff barriers are low or
their own growth and that of developing nations, non-existent for non-agricultural primary prod-
which rely on them as major markets for ex- ucts, industrialized nations continue to main-
ports. Furthermore, in each of the three areas tain strong restrictions against agricultural com-
chosen for extended discussion, the developing modities that compete directly with domestic
and industrialized countries have strong, long- farm products. Relaxation of these barriers
term mutual interests. The international com- would be of particular benefit to developing
munity faces the challenge of undertaking in- countries of Latin America, North Africa and
formed policy initiatives to realize these mutual Southern Europe. Some of the Southern Euro-
interests and to protect them from ill advised pean nations can, in any case, expect to obtain
actions in pursuit of ephemeral gains. greater access to the European Community

market through gaining membership in the
The World Trade Environment Community over the next few years.

Trade in Non-fuel Primary Commodities Protection in Manufactured Products: Trends
In 1976, non-fuel primary commodities ac- and Consequences

counted for 35 percent of the total merchandise While manufactures amounted to only 27 per-
exports of developing countries. Sixty-five per- cent of developing country merchandise exports
cent of these primary exports were purchased in 1976, they are the fastest growing category
by industrialized nations. As noted earlier, the and the one that is likely to supply the bulk df
recent slowdown in the growth of primary ex- total export growth in the future. It is, of course,
ports is attributable to sluggish growth in indus- true that exports of manufactures largely come
trialized countries and to a wide range of factors from only a few countries, and that for many
inhibiting the supply capability of developing developing countries non-fuel primary com-
nations. Part of the supply problem results from modities will remain the principal exports for
the inadequate incentives and low investment a long time to come. However, the long-term
priorities that have been accorded to primary growth of primary commodity markets is ex-
production in developing countries. Over the pected to remain slow; besides, the ability to
past few years these policies have been reversed expand mineral exports depends in part on
in an increasing number of nations and export chance. Thus the expansion of manufactured
dividends could soon be forthcoming. exports will be vital for most developing coun-

Production and exports of primary commod- tries, however tenuous their current foothold in
ities have also been hurt by large fluctuations in world markets.
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lation needed to complete the multilateral interest to these countries-for example, tex-
trade negotiations. tiles and footwear-are either being exempted

* The US has imposed restrictive "orderly from cuts or are being reduced much less than
marketing arrangements" against imports of other tariffs. Furthermore, there is a threat that
color television sets from the Republic of a proposed new code on "safeguards" could
China and the Republic of Korea. legitimize discriminatory restrictions against

* The European Community has renewed for successful exporting nations. Another signifi-
another year its "anti-crisis" program in steel, cant problem is that in order to gain legislative
including export restraint agreements with approval of the overall package, additional pro-
outside suppliers as well as minimum import tection may be granted to certain producing in-
prices. The evolution of protection in steel terests in industrial nations. Such additional
and steel products is of significance to devel- protection is most likely in products such as
oping countries. where steel is a fast growing textiles, steel and sugar which are of special
industry with, in some countries, exception- importance to developing countries. Finally, and
ally low production costs. perhaps most important for developing nations,

* There has been particularly strong pressure the Tokyo Round negotiations have not ad-
for increased protection in the United King- dressed the reduction of existing quantitative
dom, with new "voluntary" restrictions that restrictions, such as those on textiles, clothing
affect Japan above all. and footwear.

* Subsidies to declining industries, such as Increased protection in industrialized coun-
shipbuilding, steel and textiles, have reached tries reduces the export opportunities of devel-
high levels, especially in some European oping countries. However, it is important to
countries. More general employment and re- keep the effects in perspective. While the ad-
gional subsidization programs are supporting verse implications for exports of textiles, cloth-
such industries as clothing and footwear. ing, footwear and steel have been noted, overall,
The outcome of the Tokyo Round of multi- the potential for growth in the volume of devel-

lateral trade negotiations is also likely to be oping country manufactured exports is still
mixed. On the one hand, the agreements pro- good. It is noteworthy that those developing
vide for a series of detailed codes relating to countries against which protection has been
subsidies and countervailing duties, govern- principally directed continue to expand their
ment procurement, standards, customs evalua- exports faster than others, even though their
tion procedures and other matters, which are export levels are already high. The worst result
designed to constrain the deployment of such of the increased protectionism may be a greater
non-tariff barriers to trade. Depending on how unwillingness on the part of many developing
these codes are implemented, developing coun- countries to risk more outward-looking trade
tries could gain improved access to markets in policies, even where these are urgently needed.
industrial countries. The new codes also pro- They could, therefore, suffer the consequences
vide for mechanisms for surveillance and set- of inflexibility and low import capacity usually
tlement of disputes among nations, though the associated with inward-looking trade regimes-
role of developing nations in establishing and costs that are likely to be particularly high in an
implementing these procedures, and hence their uncertain and protectionist international en-
potential benefits from them, will partly depend vironment, where flexibility is at a premium.
on their readiness to sign the codes. The Tokyo Partly for this reason, and partly because very
Round agreements also recognize that develop- low quotas are being imposed on new entrants
ing countries face special problems and make in such obvious first industries as textiles and
some allowances for these: developing coun- clothing, the adverse effects of heightened pro-
tries can be granted tariff preferences by indus- tection may be felt more by the poorer and less
trial nations; they can establish preferential ar- successful developing countries than by the
rangements among themselves; and developing most successful and visible targets.
country signatories are generally exempted Nor is protection in the long-term interest of
from the ban on export subsidies. the industrialized countries imposing it. Indus-

On the other hand, the Tokyo Round tariff trialized economies have much to gain from ex-
cuts discriminate against developing countries. panding trade with developing nations. This
Duties on some product categories of particular trade makes it possible to release workers from
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The industrialized countries are the most im- and textiles, where the increase in restrictive
portant markets for the manufactured exports measures has been most severe. Good oppor-
of developing countries, absorbing over three- tunities still survive outside the most affected
fifths of the total in 1976. Developing countries sectors, but the consequences of present bar-
themselves accounted for 31 percent and the riers and the continuing threat of further pro-
centrally planned economies purchased only tectionist action constitute clear causes for
6 percent. Thus, access to the markets of in- alarm.
dustrialized nations is a vital concern for de- During the past year protectionist pressures
veloping countries. The rate of growth of in- in industrial economies have continued to be
dustrialized economies is important in this very strong, although in some countries they
context, first, for its direct effect on market size, have met growing resistance. The results have
and second, and even more important, for its been mixed. The favorable signs include:
indirect effects on the trade policies of these * A determined effort by the United States and
countries. Though opportunities for new sup- others to push the multilateral trade negotia-
pliers are generally best in dynamic markets, tions to a successful conclusion. These agree-
the enormous size of the markets in question ments could prove to be the most significant
reduces the significance of this constraint. In development of the pastyear.
1976, developing countries accounted for only deelopmentaof the Ear.' . * ~~~~~~~~~German-led resistance in the European Coin-
10 percent of the total imports of manufactures munit that has restrained the spread of ro-
by industrialized nations, and for less than 2 muiy tahsrerindhepedofpro
percntufthiaizr l totalonsu mt ior of manua tection and cartelization to new industries.percent Of thleir total conlsumption Of manlufac- AtnecinheU,scemd17 o
tures. Even if developing countries succeed in g A tendency in the US, since mid-1977, to
expanding their manufactured exports at the give "escape clause" relief to domestic pro-
rates projected under the High scenario, the cor- ducers through temporary increases in if-
responding ratios for 1990 are not awesome port tariffs, rather than new non-tariff
(Table 19). The more significant effect of slow barriers, though this trend has not continued
growth and unemployment in industrialized in the most recent ruling.
economies on the manufactured export pros- * Determined action by France to permit ad-
pects of developing countries is through in- justment of domestic industry to imports in
creased protection and other defensive meas- such sensitive sectors as steel.
ures to curb the rise in their market shares. * Measures by Japan to facilitate imports.

19. Manufactured Exports From Developing Countries as a Share of
Markets in Industrialized Countries, Under Alternative Scenarios

[Percentages)

Share in
Market Growth

1976 1985 1990 1976-90
Low Base High Low Base High Low Base High

In Imports 9.9 12.9 13.7 13.8 14.2 15.8 16.2 17.2 19.3 19.1
In Consumptiona 1.6 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.4 4.0 4.6 6.2 7.2 8.0

'Consumption of manufactures here refers to the amount of manufactured goods demanded and supplied for all uses, estimated
as gross output plus imports minus exports.

Discriminatory protection against the manu- However, there have also been adverse changes:
factured exports of developing countries is not * In textile products, where high US protection
new; it has been significant since the early was until recently the envy of European pro-
1960s. While the early measures were trouble- ducing interests, stringent new quotas intro-
some, they did not prevent 15 years of rapid duced by the European Community have
growth. But the recent upsurge of protectionism, encouraged US industries to raise their sights
described in World Development Report, 1978, in turn. These industries are demanding and
has had substantial adverse effects on develop- apparently obtaining even more non-tariff
ing countries' exports, particularly in clothing protection as a condition for supporting legis-
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low-skill jobs in declining industries and to cre- creases and increase the purchasing power of
ate a large number of highly skilled and satisfy- consumers. A 1978 survey of all consumer goods
ing occupations. A recent study of the OECD except food and automobiles, sponsored by US
countries reveals that this shift of labor follows retail organizations, found that goods imported
naturally from the pattern of developing coun- from Asia and Latin America were, on aver-
try purchases from industrialized nations. The age, sold for 16 percent less than domestically
study estimates that between 1976 and 1986 made products of similar quality. Furthermore,
trade in manufactures with developing coun- these imports were of greater importance in the
tries will lead to a net loss of almost 200,000 expenditures of families with below-average
unskilled and semi-skilled production jobs in incomes.
the OECD area, while the employment of skilled Much of the impetus for protectionist action
workers, managers and administrators will ex- stems from concern over the employment ef-
pand by an almost exactly equivalent amount. fects of trade with developing countries. It is
In the long run, labor displacement by imports important to place these concerns in perspec-
from developing countries can substitute for the tive. In one sense, the problem of unemploy-
crucial role played by agriculture and immigra- ment is a necessary corollary of the benefits
tion in many industrialized nations during the from trade, which come, in part, from the re-
1950s and 1960s-that is, as a source of new lease and temporary unemployment of some
workers for more dynamic economic sectors. factors of production. Compared with other
The data in Table 20 demonstrate the import- causes of unemployment, labor displacement
ance of developing nations in stimulating the through trade has the advantage of being almost

20. Manufactured Exports From Industrialized Countries to Developing Countries, 1970-76
(Percentages)

Product Shares of Industrialized
Composition Countries' Exports Going Average

(at current to Developing Countries Annual Real
prices) (at current prices) Growth Rate

1970 1976 1970 1976 1970-1976

Machinery and Transport Equipment 53 59 29 36 10
Non-Electrical Machinery (24] (24) 31 37 8
Transport Equipment (18) (22) 26 34 10
Electrical Equipment (11) (13) 39 37 15

Chemicals 13 12 30 29 7

Iron and Steel 8 7 24 29 6
Other Manufactures 26 22 21 24 7

All Manufactures 100 100 26 31 9

Note: Totals may not add due to rounding.
Sources: Statistics of Foreign Trade, Series C: Trade by Commodities, Market Summaries: Exports, Vol. 1, Jan.-Dec. 1970, and
Vol. 1, Jan.-Dec. 1976 (Paris: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development); United Nations Yearbook of Interna-
tional Trade Statistics, 1977 (New York: United Nations, UN Statistical Office); Networks of World Trade, By Areas and Com-
modity Classes, 1955-76 (Geneva: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Studies in International Trade, No. 7, 19781; and
United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, March 1979 (New York: United Nations, UN Statistical Office).

expansion of industrialized country exports in instantaneously offset through the increase in
high productivity sectors such as machinery, demand for exports created by that trade. A
transport equipment and chemicals, which make number of analyses of the consequences of bal-
up 70 percent of the manufactured goods im- anced expansion in trade in manufactures with
ported by developing countries from the indus- developing countries have been carried out, in-
trial economies. Protection reduces the import cluding studies for Belgium, France, the Federal
capacity of developing countries and damages Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, the US
the growth prospects of these export sectors. and the OECD as a whole. The estimates of em-

Low-cost manufactured imports from devel- ployment implications range from negligible to
oping countries help to hold down price in- small net losses. Moreover, these and other
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studies emphasize the very limited significance for governments, protection imposes no im-
of imports from developing countries in displac- mediate fiscal burden. Those who lose from
ing jobs in import-competing industries, in com- protection, such as consumers and export in-
parison with other factors such as technological dustries, are weakly organized in comparison
change and productivity growth. Indeed, pro- with the interests seeking protection. Imports
tection against developing country imports has from developing countries are particularly vul-
sometimes accelerated the adoption of labor- nerable to political pressures for protection, as
saving equipment in the protected industry and these nations offer little threat of retaliation.
undermined the objective of preserving jobs. If industrialized and developing countries are
Furthermore, to the extent that unemployment to realize, more fully, their strong mutual bene-
exists because of governmental fears about in- fits from more liberal trade, steps must be taken
flationary pressures, a protectionist policy can to resist or reduce the protectionist pressures
worsen the problem by reducing the mobility of from those who fear the consequences of
productive factors, and thus exacerbating bot- change. Four broad approaches offer promise
tlenecks and shortages at a given level of aggre- for this purpose. First, it is essential to impose
gate demand in the economy. international restraints on the freedom of ac-

tion of individual governments. These must in-Curbing Protection and Adjusting to Imports dud retait onteueo aiu rtc
Despte te stengt ofthe COnOiG agu- clude restraints on the use of various protec-Despite the strength of the economic argu- tionist measures, and their effective surveil-

ments against it, protection retains some appeal lance. However, juridical restraints alone will
for governments for two principal sets of rea- not prevent action by sovereign governments in
sons. First, growth in imports from developing what is considered a crisis. Partly for this rea-
countries, like all other economic changes, im- son, it is essential and equally useful to mobilize
poses adjustment costs on certain groups in in- domestic interests against protection and to edu-
dustrialized countries. Second, political factors cate the public that the "menace" from abroad
influence the response to the challenge of ad- is not the cause of unemployment problems.
justment. The pressures of import competition Third, and probably most important, it is
are concentrated on a small set of labor- necessary to promote a return to full employ-
intensive industries, some of which, such as ment and better overall economic performance
clothing and footwear, are already depressed in the industrialized world. While this issue is
by slow market growth. As a consequence of not considered further here, it is important to
historical and economic forces, these industries stress that policies aimed at improving the ad-
are often located in relatively depressed re- justment mechanism can only assist with this
gions, where they offer low wages to their central aim, while a long-run policy of protec-
largely unskilled workers. Many of the em- tion and defensive subsidization is likely to
ployees are women who cannot readily move make its achievement more remote. Finally, it
in search of better jobs because of family obli- is essential to develop microeconomic adjust-
gations. Faced with competition from develop- ment policies to lower the social costs of transi-
ing countries, some firms have little choice but tion and also to redistribute them. In this way,
to seek protection if they are to survive, and if the overall functioning of the economy can be
they do not, individual lives are disrupted and improved and the resistance to trade-induced
earnings lost. change can be reduced.

Industrialized economies have handled much The last three lines of action are all the more
greater economic shifts in their recent past; important since in one crucial area internationgl
for example, in several countries employment agreements are unlikely to be completely effec-
in agriculture more than halved between 1950 tive in restraining protectionist actions by indi-
and 1970. The problem is that in the present vidual countries: the liberalization of non-tariff
context of relatively high unemployment, gov- barriers cannot easily be forced on countries
ernments face strong pressures to adopt short- from outside. The protective effects of non-tariff
term palliatives. Even though imports displace barriers depend enormously on their qualitative
relatively few workers, their visibility invites details and the exact way in which they are ad-
protection. Producers favor protection because ministered. For this reason it is particularly de-
it is the form of government assistance that sirable to reduce these barriers and, where some
entails the least direct government intervention; restrictions are deemed absolutely indispens-
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able, to switch to more visible instruments such who stay. Finally, whatever the political justi-
as tariffs. fication for compensating owners of capital, it

may be felt that it is their function to anticipate

it can be argued that the market mechanism it- economic developments. For that reason, it mayit ca be arue thttemretmcaimi be desirable to limit the sums granted and the
self is best equipped to bring about the efficient .d l
reallocation of resources, if only it is allowed size of eligible firms.

towork. What is needed, therefore, i a. poExisting compensation programs have had
to work. What is needed, therefore, is apolicy mixed results. The US trade tadjustment pro-
that reduces the political resistance to change, gram is perhaps the most interesting example.
w.hich ultimately manifests itself as protection. It provides the bulk of its benefits in the form
One possible means of so doing is to compen- of paymes to workers bene in their
sate those directly affected. To diminish the of payments to workers who have lost theirpolitical those orectly afo ectd.iTon, dinih p m jobs in import-affected firms. However, the pay-
political support for protection, any program ments do not provide full compensation. In
of compensation needs to have a number of met ontpolefl opesto.I
ch cterstics. First to who ar tobenefi addition, they create a disincentive to rapid re-characteristics. First, those who are to benefit emlyet ic hy r o nlm u
must be able to rely on the benefits, which en- employment, since they are not in lump sum

tals clea an coprhesile guIdeie an form but depend on the time spent unemployed.tails clear and comprehensible guidelines and Benefits to firms are provided only for moderni-
speedy administration. Second, compensation zain or re raviher tn for cose-
must be generous, approximating the private zaton or restructuring rather than for closure-
costs imposed on those who are denied protec- a feature which may postpone some necessary
tion. Third, the program needs to be seen as exits. Furthermore, firm-by-firm examination of
fair. Finally, the beneficiaries should probably injury tends to cause delays. Other countries
include all, or at least most, of those who bear have assisted those employed in industries
major losses and have considerable political designated for support and structural adjust-
power, including owners of capital. ment in the face of economic changes. Examples

power, including owners of capital. are the United Kingdom's Cotton Industry Act
These conditions are not readily satisfied. of 1959, and that part of the programs of the

Thus, any program based on a firm-by-firm ex- European Coal and Steel Community which
amination of the costs imposed by what has consisted of help to displaced coal miners. In
already happened tends to suffer from inevi- the former case, owners of capital were com-
table delays, as well as a certain arbitrariness in pensated for closures with some success. How-
eligibility criteria and their application. A pos- ever, as with almost all programs that focus on
sible solution is to certify those employed in specific industries, there was a certain confu-
whole industries as potentially eligible for com- sion of purpose, part of the aim being to mod-
pensation, perhaps in connection with petitions ernize and revitalize the industry, which proved
for emergency "escape clause" protection or rather difficult to achieve. So far, programs for
with decisions to eliminate existing import compensation have had only limited success in
restrictions on specific products. Providing blunting the political pressures for increased
adequate compensation and defining the bene- protection.
ficiaries pose significant practical problems. Vir- A second and fully compatible approach to
tually any financially feasible program of com- adjustment policy consists of attempts to lower
pensation is likely to be limited to those who the social cost of adjustment, largely by reduc-
leave the industry; in contrast, protection bene- ing the period during which displaced produc-
fits those who stay. Lump sum payments could tive factors are unemployed. One method is to
potentially be given to workers who leave their give direct assistance for the creation of new
firms, or whose plants close, based on their age, activities in communities hard hit by plant
seniority, and the like, while owners could be closures or large layoffs. Successful programs
compensated according to the book value of have been organized in the US by the Defense
their assets (allowing for inflation] as these Department's Office of Economic Adjustment,
are scrapped. Inevitably, there will be prob- which was established to provide help to com-
lems of fairness in setting limits on who will be munities adversely affected by the closure of
compensated, not least in regard to industries military bases. More than 200 communities were
supplying inputs to the affected industry, and assisted between 1961 and 1975. In the Federal
in compensating people who would have left the Republic of Germany, after Volkswagen's lay-
industry anyway, while not compensating those offs following its losses in 1974, the govern-
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ment provided assistance to encourage new ac- for vulnerable industries, either to slow their
tivities in the affected region. Looking at wider decline and thus ease the process of adjustment,
regional policies, efforts to help backward re- or to provide a "breathing space" and assistance
gions should focus on increasing the supply of for modernization and re-equipment in order to
skilled labor and not just that of physical capi- make the industry internationally competitive.
tal. Among economywide measures, training The goal of slowing down the process of adjust-
and retraining programs, especially on the job, ment is a reasonable one, but it has proved very
seem to be a successful approach. A recent rare, in practice, for protection to major indus-
evaluation found high returns from programs tries to be short-lived. More commonly, the
under the United States Manpower Develop- "temporary" protection has been used for newv
ment and Training Act; of particular interest are investment in the hope, frequently unfulfilled,
the exceptionally high benefits to females, who of restoring competitiveness. Subsequently,
are apt to make up a large proportion of em- there has been strong pressure to renew and
ployees in industries that are vulnerable to extend protection to make these further invest-
imports from developing countries. The Swed- ments viable. The textile and clothing indus-
ish National Labor Market Board estimates that tries exemplify this tendency to convert short-
90 percent of its trainees obtain jobs within term relief from import competition into perma-
six months. nent protection. An alternative strategy is de-

Yet another set of policies consists of remov- liberately to restructure an existing industry in
ing obstacles to mobility, such as non-transfer- accordance with a given plan, often negotiated
able pensions, rent-controlled housing and among the various affected parties (other than
losses on owner-occupied dwellings. The last consumers). While this approach could con-
has been a feature of the US Defense Depart- ceivably facilitate adjustment, experience from
ment program mentioned earlier. Firms can a number of industrialized nations has revealed
be helped by encouragement to locate labor- some severe problems: bringing firms and em-
intensive activities overseas, either through ployees together to develop an industrial plan
direct foreign investment or subcontracting; is apt to engender a well-organized plea for
this is a part of the Netherlands' adjustment pro- protection; if substantial parts of the industry
gram. If they are to take advantage of such are unviable, they generate strong pressures for
inducements, firms need to be assured of secur- a significant commitment of subsidized funds to
ity for their foreign investment. This needs pursue the elusive objective of restoring their
inter-governmental negotiation. Finally, the competitiveness; and lastly, within a market
dynamism of the entire economic system is economy any industrywide plan tends to be
absolutely crucial. Not only does this demand difficult to administer and to become rapidly
success with macroeconomic stabilization pol- outdated. Re-equipping firms works best where
icy; it also depends upon the rapid development they are well managed, and have strong markets
of new and vigorous industries. Apart from gen- rather than declining ones.
eral support for research and development, This review of adjustment policies suggests
which is characteristic of most industrialized some tentative conclusions. First, programs of
country governments, Japan has been particu- adjustment assistance are likely to be more ef-
larly successful thus far in picking the "win- fective if they work together with market
ners" of the future. forces, rather than when they attempt to swim

It is important to recognize here that much against their tide. Second, assistance in finding
of what is currently referred to as adjustment alternatives for affected workers and commu-
assistance is really strongly defensive. Much nities is more likely to succeed than programs
existing manpower policy consists of subsidiz- designed to support declining industries. Third,
ing declining industries, and the same is true the efficacy of adjustment programs hinges on
of industrial policy. Furthermore, existing in- the details of their design and implementation.
vestment subsidies in poor regions often lead Finally, adjustment assistance can only be ex-
to the concentration of just those industries pected to supplement and not to substitute for
most vulnerable to competition from develop- general economic policies that promote rapid
ing countries. growth and high employment, and thus create

A third approach to adjustment policy con- overall conditions that facilitate adjustment to
sists of temporary protection or direct support imports from developing countries.
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Developing Countries' Trade With One Another and ects: as Table 21 shows, only about one-sixth of
With Centrally Planned Economies this trade takes place within Latin America and

If protectionism in the industrialized coun- Africa, the only two regions where these ar-
tries were to get still worse, are there ready rangements have been significant in the past.
alternatives? One possibility is more rapid ex- Although a great deal of the trade taking place
pansion of inter-developing country trade. This under regional arrangements is likely to have
trade has been buoyant in recent years. Brazil occurred anyway, the benefits from judiciously
now trades more with other developing countries designed regional trading arrangements should
than with the United States, and India's exports not be underestimated.
to developing countries are increasing faster It is the developing countries' import reg'imes
than its exports to the industrialized nations. and export capabilities that largely determine
Trade in manufactures among developing coun- their potential both as markets for, and sup-
tfies has increased rapidly, roughly keeping pliers to, one another. The expansion of this
pace with their manufactured exports to indus- trade tends to be closely related to their overall
trialized countries. This has been an impressive export performance, since export earnings
accomplishment, since the expansion has in- largely determine the capacity to purchase im-
volved chipping away at the numerous ob- ports, including those from other developing
stacles, including protective and institutional countries. Furthermore, many products can
barriers and weak marketing connections, on only be sold to, or bought from, industrialized
many fronts at once. Most of these manufac- countries. Thus, trade with other developing
tured exports go from more to less industrial- countries should be seen as a complement to
ized developing countries; only about one-fifth trade with industrialized countries, and not as
is traded among countries at similar levels of a substitute for it. Excessively inward-looking
industrial development. The products exported arrangements made in a quest for "collective
are typically characterized by substantial econ- self-sufficiency" pose a danger of technological
omies of scale in production. have demanding backwardness and the loss of valuable trading
skill and capital requirements, and come from opportunities. However, within a satisfactory
industries established mainly to supply local international environment, inter-developing
markets. In these respects this trade contrasts country trade can be expected to grow rapidly
with many of the typical labor-intensive exports and should, in the process, weaken such com-
to richer countries. monly cited barriers as costly shipping and in-

Little of the trade in manufactures among adequate institutions. One kind of institutional
developing countries depends on regional inte- assistance could be especially helpful: the re-
gration involving exchanges of protection, pref- cent growth of capital goods exports from the
erential tariff treatment, or joint industrial proj- more advanced developing countries to the less

21. Trade in Manufactures Among Developing Countries, 1976

Destination of Manufactured Exports (percentage of total) TotalManufactured
EXPorts Traded

East Latin Among Developing
To and America Middle East All Countries

South and and North Other Southern Developing [billion current
From Asia Caribbean Africa Africa Europe Countries US dollars]

East and South Asia 2 6 .6 b 2.3 11.8 5.5 1.3 47.6 9.0
I-atin America and Caribbean 0.4 13.9 0.3 1.0 0.6 16.1 3.1
Middle East and North Africaa 0.9 0.2 7 .6b 0.2 0.4 9.3 1.8

Other Africa 0.4 0.4 0.5 3.0 0.5 4.8 0.9

Southern Europe 2.4 4.9 7.2 5.0 2.8 21.2 4.2

All Developing Countries 30.7 21.7 27.4 14.6 5.6 100.0 19.0

Note: Capital surplus oil exporters are included with developing countries in this table, while trade in manufactures excludes
SITC 9. Totals may not add due to rounding.
'Includes the capital surplus oil exporters; excludes Algeria and Morocco which are counted in "Other Africa".
'Includes substantial re-exports of goods manufactured elsewhere.
Sources: Computed from United Nations Yearbook of International Trade Statistics, 1977, Vol. 1, Table B [New York: United
Nations, UN Statistical Office), and United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics, Series D (New York: United Nations, UN
Statistical Office) for individual countries.
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developed ones could be further encouraged by Further efforts could be made to clarify and
expanded export credit and insurance facilities agree on the process of "graduation" whereby
in the exporting nations. special tariff treatment, privileges and immuni-

Centrally planned economies buy only 6 per- ties from international trade rules presently
cent of the developing countries' manufactured granted to developing countries can be progres-
exports, and although both groups would bene- sively reduced as countries develop. For the
fit, trade between them is unlikely to expand nations affected, pressures to meet new stan-
dramatically. Given their current policy of buy- dards can reinforce the case for desirable but
ing technology from leading industrialized difficult policy shifts. Such shifts in policy can
countries, their strained payments situations be induced and aided by guarantees of improve7d
and growing foreign debts, centrally planned market access and the provision of additional
economies are likely to be more important as capital flows to ease the foreseeable strains on
competitors to developing countries in the in- the balance of payments. With the progressive
dustrial world than as their trading partners. graduation of some developing nations, those
In fact, much of the recent protectionism in the left behind should benefit from a more exclu-
industrial nations of Western Europe has been sive status.
aimed strongly at the centrally planned econo- Efforts also need to be made to improve the
mies of Eastern Europe. Concern over these Multi-Fibre Arrangement and liberalize the as-
countries' ability to reduce their export prices sociated trade barriers in textiles and clothing.
artificially has contributed to this protectionism. In these industries, after more than 15 years of
In the decades ahead, the People's Republic of bilateral quota protection against developing
China could become a significant source of com- countries, the system appears too entrenched
petition for the developing countries in indus- to be quickly removed or allowed to lapse. In
trialized country markets for labor-intensive these circumstances, attention ought to be di-
products. rected toward revising and liberalizing non-

tariff barriers so as to minimize their damage
Priorities for International Action to the poorer and less advanced of the develop-

Much of what matters most, in halting and ing countries. What is most needed here is as-
rolling back protection, can only be achieved surance of market access over a long period, up
within individual industrialized countries and to quite substantial export levels, for what are
the European Community. Nonetheless, actions now the less industrialized developing coun-
at the international level can play a valuable tries, in order to reopen labor-intensive manu-
complementary role. The emerging results of facturing for export as a potential path of
the Tokyo Round help to show the extent of development to countries that need it most.
what can be achieved in the face of strong pro- Today most of the textile imports and almost all
tectionist pressures. It will now be necessary to of the clothing imports from developing coun-
push hard to turn these results to the advantage tries come from the more industrialized of the
of the developing countries, and all nations, by developing countries; improving market access
implementing the new codes and procedures so for the others would carry little immediate threat
that they exert a strong positive influence, and of a surge of imports and would not require rapid
by building up a body of case law, precedents structural adjustment in importing countries.:
and procedures that will effectively stand in the Given the spread of textile quotas under a bi-
way of abuses. The process of implementation lateral system-European Community quotas
offers significant potential for strengthening the or equivalent arrangements now extend to ove-r
international machinery for surveillance, en- 35 developing countries and threaten even Lome
forcement and the settlement of disputes. Trade partners-and the great difficulties encountered
barriers outside, and contrary to, the frame- in rolling back non-tariff barriers in agriculture,
work of the General Agreement on Tariffs and where they have proliferated as well, it is also
Trade need to be tackled. There is an urgent crucial to avoid the creation of any similar sanc-
need for a moratorium on further trade restric- tioned system of barriers in other industries
tions affecting the export prospects of develop- such as footwear or steel.
ing countries. In addition, efforts at negotiating External Debt and Capital Flows
reductions in existing non-tariff barriers merit The rapid growth in the aggregate indebted-
high priority. ness of developing countries after 1973 led to
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22. Developing Countries: Medium- and Long-term standing International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Debt Outstanding and Disbursed at credits of about US$8 billion. Because of the

Year-end, 1970-90 rapid growth in private lending, the proportion
(Billion current US dollars) of debt owed to private creditors increased from

1970 1977 1985 -990 47 percent in 1970 to 60 percent in 1977. Ninety-
To Private Creditors 32 155 438 771 four percent of the debt owed to private sources

Low Income Countries 2 10 16 19 at the end of 1977 was held by Middle Income
Middle Income

Countries 30 145 422 752 countries (Table 22).
To Official Creditors, Despite the increase in aggregate debt, vari-
including Multilateral 37 104 302 507 ous indicators of indebtedness have remained

Low Income Countries 15 39 108 183 acceptable. For the Middle Income countries as
Middle Income a group, debt service as a percentage of exports
Countries 21 66 194 324 did not increase significantly between 1970 and

Total 68 258 740 1,278 1977, even though there were substantial in-
Total at 1975 Prices 113 231 348 449 creases in some country groups (Table 23). Most
Gross International of the private debt was owed by relatively few
Reserves 22 103 266 441 countries, most of which had good growth pros-

Low Income Countries 3 11 23 38 pects and reasonably sound economic manage-
Middle Income ment. A somewhat belated recognition of these

Countries 19 92 243 404 facts, combined with the reduced current ac-

Note: count deficits of the developing countries in

Reserves in Months of 1976 and 1977, helped to allay concerns about
Import Coverage' 3.0 4.0 3.3 3.1 the aggregate indebtedness of developing coun-

Note: Totals may not add due to rounding. tries. However, some countries, such as Peru,
'This measure expresses gross international reserves in
terms of the number of months' imports they could pay for, Sudan, Turkey, Zaire and Zambia, have encoun-
with imports at the average level for the year in question. tered significant problems of debt management

a heightened concern about their debt problems. in this period. In some other nations such as
Between 1973 and 1977 their medium- and long- Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico and the Philippines,
term debt outstanding and disbursed increased increased borrowings have resulted in higher
at 21 percent a year in current prices. But the at- indebtedness and debt service ratios but have
tention paid to this rapid growth obscured the caused no significant liquidity problems. The
fact that the developing countries' outstanding increases in debt service ratios projected for
debt had also doubled in the period 1969-73, and some groups of Middle Income countries indi-
that in real terms the debt grew considerably cate the growing challenge that will confront
imore slowly in 1973-77 than in 1969-73. Me- these nations in managing large flows of external
dium- and long-term debt outstanding totaled capital and avoiding liquidity shortages.

US$258 billion at the end of 1977. In addition, In addition to the debt problems of individual
the developing countries had outstanding short- countries, the principal concerns that have
term obligations of US$50-60 billion and out- emerged in recent years with respect to inter-

23. Middle Income Countries: Debt Service Ratios, 1970-90
As Percentage of Exports As Percentage of

of Goods and Services Gross National Product

1970 1977 1985 1990 1970 1977 1985 1990

East Asia and Pacific 6.5 5.7 11.6 10.4 2.5 3.1 5.6 5.1

Latin America and Caribbean 15.9 20.9 24.1 24.2 2.5 4.3 4.8 4.7
Middle East and North Africa 10.3 6.7 12.7 15.8 2.0 2.7 4.9 5.7
Sub-Saharan Africa 5.9 8.5 19.9 27.6 1.5 2.9 6.1 7.8
Southern Europe 8.2 13.1 23.6 23.6 1.1 2.5 4.7 5.0

All Middle Income Countries 10.2 11.8 18.3 19.2 2.0 3.3 5.0 5.3

Note:
Percentage Shares of Total Debt Service

Repayment of Principal 70.7 68.2 74.0 74.6
Interest 29.3 31.8 26.0 25.4
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national capital flows are the worsening ma- measures should be considered by the interna-
turity structure of debt, the prospects for the tional community, first, to forestall liquidity
continued growth of commercial lending, the crises, or to reduce their frequency and severity,
efficiency with which the international mone- and second, to alleviate their effects when they
tary and financial system handles liquidity occur.
crises, the prospects for enhanced quantity The maturity structure of the medium- and
and quality of Official Development Assistance long-term debt of developing countries has
flows and the special needs of the poorest coun- worsened during the 1970s, largely because of
tries. In broad terms, the principal concerns of the increasing share of private debt, which typ-
many Middle Income countries relate to possi- ically has shorter maturities than official debt.
ble liquidity problems; the prospects for com- As a result, nearly 50 percent of the developing
mercial borrowing and the mechanisms for countries' total debt outstanding, including that
handling liquidity crises are particularly rele- undisbursed, at the end of 1977 was schedule'l
vant to their situation. The key issue for Low to be repaid during the five years 1978-82. The
Income countries is the adequacy of real re- share of private debt to be repaid by 1982 was
source transfers, although some of these nations considerably higher, at about 70 percent. Of
may also undergo liquidity strains. official debt outstanding, only 24 percent was
Sources of Instability scheduled to be repaid by 1982, with another

Liquidity crises occur when a country's ex- fourth to be repaid during the subsequent five
ternal debt situation worsens as a result of ex- years.
ternal factors or domestic policy failures or a These maturity structures imply that the Mid-
combination of both, which can then lead to dle Income countries, which account for most
reactions that compound the problem and en- of the borrowing from private sources, face a
gender the need for debt reorganizations and heavy burden of debt repayment in the next
painful adjustments in domestic economic poli- few years. During 1978, this bunching of repay-
cies. Various sources of instability can spark ment obligations was relieved to some extent
the initial worsening of a debt situation. These through voluntary refinancing of loans arranged
include a decline or slackening in the growth of in earlier years. Because the main borrowing
foreign exchange earnings, due for example to countries in this group have reasonably strong
fluctuations in prices or volumes of commod- long-term growth prospects, their capacity to
ity exports, increased barriers in export markets, service external debt over an extended period
or declines in workers' remittances. Sharp in- is not really at issue. What causes concern is the
creases in foreign exchange expenditures are risk of temporary interruptions in debt service,
another source of instability. These may result which in some cases could be associated with
from changes in the prices or volumes of im- rescheduling exercises. Most Low Income coun-
ports of basic food and fuel, bunched debt tries, by contrast, have more limited growth
service payments, or fluctuations in interest prospects and confront a more attenuated pro-
payments on loans with floating interest rates. file of debt service obligations, to predominantly
Domestic economic measures, such as overly official creditors. Both of these reasons would
ambitious government expenditure programs, make it more difficult to enhance their debt ser-
or excessive recourse to short-term foreign bor- vicing capacity through deferring current and
rowing to finance medium- and long-term devel- near-term obligations to the late 1980s.
opment needs, are other frequent initial causes The concern about the maturity structure of
of instability. external debt arises not because creditors will

In view of the varied causes, solutions to li- be unable to roll over the repayments of prin-
quidity problems depend on a wide range of cipal when they become due, but because the
policies and institutional mechanisms. Nor can larger the proportion of debt that is subject
debt questions be handled in isolation, as they to annual review and recommitment, the greater
are inextricably linked to many other economic the danger that initial changes impairing a coun-
issues. In a broad sense, successful debt man- try's debt situation could trigger loss of confi-
agement calls for sound domestic economic dence and a debt crisis. The concentration of
policies and the fostering of mutually beneficial private debt among debtors and creditors makes
trade and financial links with industrialized na- lenders sensitive to developments in the major
tions. More specifically, a number of issues and borrowing countries. Seven countries (Algeria,
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Argentina, Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico, Spain and liquidity, slack domestic demand for loans and
Yugoslavia) accounted for over half the debt some relaxation of restrictions on international
outstanding to private creditors at the end of lending. Japanese banks have limited their lend-
1977. Among US banks, about three-fourths of ing to a few prime creditworthy borrowers,
the total claims on developing countries are held because their international branch network is
by ten large money-center banks. For the devel- limited, and because of a desire to expand ex-
oping countries, shortening maturity structures posure cautiously. Although there may be some
increase the degree of uncertainty with respect regulatory concerns and self-imposed limits on
to future flows of capital. Lengthening the ma- exposure in individual countries, the Japanese
turity structure of debt and achieving greater banks could continue to expand their lending to
diversification among lenders and debtors re- developing countries as they acquire greater
main desirable objectives in the efforts to experience and broaden their clientele. Swiss
strengthen the international financial system. banks have a very limited exposure in develop-

Last year's World Development Report noted ing countries, most of which is in short-term
another potential source of instability relating trade financing and correspondent banking; any
to capital flows, namely the uncertainty about large increases are considered unlikely.
the rate of growth of lending from private com- A major impetus for the external borrowing
mercial banks. Diversification among lenders by developing countries is the need for inter-
was identified as one trend which would en- national reserves to cover normal foreign cur-
hance the outlook for stable growth in private rency transactions, to cope with unforeseen
lending. During 1977 and 1978, this trend has fluctuations in foreign exchange receipts and
been strongly in evidence, with non-US com- obligations and, more recently, in countries such
mercial banks expanding their lending much as Brazil, for use as a hedge against adverse de-
faster than US banks. Whereas US bank claims velopments in capital markets. As was shown
on developing countries grew by only about 10 in Table 22, between 1970 and 1977 the reserves
percent in 1977 and by a similar magnitude in of all developing countries increased by more
1978, reflecting such constraints as the ade- than US$80 billion, which was equivalent to
quacy of their capital base, portfolio concentra- over 40 percent of the increase in their medium-
tion, and changes in the regulatory environment, and long-term debt outstanding.
total commercial bank exposure in developing Several aspects of this phenomenon are note-
countries is estimated to have increased by over worthy. First, to the extent that the borrowings
30 percent in both 1977 and 1978, with much of undertaken in the past year or two have been
the growth coming from German and Japanese anticipatory in character, taking advantage of
banks. the relatively liquid state of international finan-

Aside from the general growth of interna- cial markets, the interpretation of recent growth
tional financial markets, the main factors that in external debt needs to be modified. The over-
increased the interest of German banks in lend- whelming bulk of the reserves is held in the
ing to developing countries in the 1970s were major money-center banks in industrialized
the strength of the German mark, the increase countries. While carrying this additional li-
in German direct foreign investment, and the quidity may impose certain costs on the borrow-
slackening of domestic demand for credit. Ger- ing countries, it can hardly be argued that the
man bank loans tend to be linked to exports, additional debt used to finance reserve accumu-
and untied general purpose loans are limited. lation has lowered their debt servicing capacity.
The principal constraints on the future growth Second, although this major component of de-
of German bank lending to developing coun- veloping country borrowing does not weaken
tries are limits set by the banks on their ex- the national "balance sheet" for external fi-
posure in individual countries; high portfolio nance, it does add to the need for recommitment
concentration in external assets and profits; or roll over of private loan funds. Third, though
concerns about creditworthiness caused by re- countries with a strong balance of payments and
cent debt difficulties in some developing coun- good growth prospects have managed to accu-
tries; and the reluctance of some borrowers to mulate resources through borrowing from pri-
accept loans denominated in marks. In Japan, vate sources at market terms, nations in less
after low activity in 1975-76, overseas lending favorable circumstances have found it difficult,
began to surge in 1977 as a result of abundant and sometimes impossible, to obtain general
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purpose loans from private capital markets, than they otherwise would have been, that the
Greater availability of IMF resources, whether distribution of capital flows among developing
in the form of increased access to the Fund's countries is improved, that the funds can be dis-
various facilities or through larger allocations bursed rapidly, and that the existing structure
of Special Drawing Rights, is important pre- of international capital flows is not weakened.
cisely because these resources supplement and Some international discussions have already
complement those from private lenders. occurred on measures to increase the access of

developing countries to bond markets in indus-
International Initiatives trialized countries. Although still small in rela-

Uncertainties regarding the availability of tion to their total capital needs, bond issues by
commercial bank funds, the implications of developing countries in the Eurobond market
worsening maturity structures of debt, and the and the industrialized countries rose from less
growing reserve needs of developing countries than US$0.5 billion in 1970 to nearly US$5.5 bil-
all highlight the need of these nations for more lion in 1978. Most of the increase has been in
stable and longer-term flows of development the Eurobond market and in the national mar-
capital. Expansion in financial flows from multi- kets of Switzerland and, more recently, Japan.
lateral institutions and official export credit In general, industrialized countries have taken
agencies would improve the maturity structure only limited action to provide preferential ac-
and stability of overall capital flows. Recent cess to bond issues by developing countries.
measures to increase the resources of the IMF Some of the industrial countries regard their
and proposals being considered to increase the capital markets as sufficiently liberal already;
capital base of the World Bank and other inter- others feel that giving preferential access to
national financial institutions will augment the developing countries would not help, because
medium- and long-term resources available to bond sales essentially depend on investors' pref-
developing countries. erences; while some countries argue that their

However, among the official sources of financ- balance of payments situations preclude grant-
ing presently available, there is a gap between ing preferential access.
the relatively short-term balance of payments Proposals are being discussed to change the
accommodation provided by the IMF and the financing facilities available to compensate for
long-term project financing available from insti- sharp fluctuations in export earnings. Access to
tutions such as the World Bank. The gap relates the Compensatory Financing Facility of the IMF
to the substantial, medium-term balance of was liberalized in 1975, since which time there
payments support required by many developing has been a substantial increase in the use of the
countries to tide them over extended periods of facility by developing countries. Further possi-
economic adjustment to major changes in the bilities for liberalizing the facility include en-
international economic environment, such as larging its scope to cover fluctuations in exports
those of the past few years. During the 1970s of services and in the costs of essential imports
this gap has been filled largely by the rapid such as cereals; raising the maximum limits
growth in private bank lending. Aside from their on compensatory drawings; and changing the
short maturity structure and potential instabil- method of measurement of export shortfalls so
ity, commercial loans are frequently not avail- as more accurately to reflect the extent of the
able in adequate volume and on appropriate fluctuations around export trends. The enhante-
terms to a significant number of developing ment of compensatory financing facilities, and
countries. The Extended Facility of the IMF, the implementation of any new international
launched in 1974, has helped to address this initiatives that improve the maturity structure
problem, but there are strong indications that and stability of medium- and long-term capital
more needs to be done. The scope for new ini- flows, would also help to reduce the need of
tiatives remains significant. developing countries to hold expensive precau-

Various other proposals that seek to enhance tionary reserves.
the transfer of capital to developing countries The measures discussed above would im-
have been put forward in recent years. To but- prove the maturity structure and stability of
tress the chances of success of any such pro- capital flows to developing countries and help
gram, it would be desirable to ensure that the to forestall liquidity crises. But improvements
funds transferred under it are on better terms are also desirable in the mechanisms and pro-
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cedures to deal with such situations when they could be used more generally to provide for
occur. Though the necessity for some change is later adjustments in the agreed repayment
now generally accepted by both creditors and terms if the evolving economic situation so war-
debtors, their concerns and priorities differ. De- ranted. Finally, in certain cases, there may be
veloping countries consider the multilateral advantages to closer coordination between offi-
debt renegotiations through the Paris Club too cial creditors and commercial banks in debt re-
limited in coverage, since they pertain to only negotiation exercises. The present system of
part of the debt. The terms of repayment are separate renegotiations with official and com-
considered to be too short, in most cases, and mercial creditors leads to long delays, resulting
not sufficiently attuned to the specific circum- in protracted foreign exchange shortages and
stances of the borrowing country. The creditor unnecessarily high costs in terms of forgone
countries view the Paris Club as ad hoc meet- growth for the developing nations affected.
ihgs to prevent imminent default threatened by The Low Income countries and some of the
bunched repayment obligations; their aim has poorer Middle Income nations will continue to
been to provide temporary debt relief, rather rely primarily on Official Development Assist-
than to negotiate a long-term adjustment of the ance for their external capital needs. Although
debt burden. They also wish to keep debt rene- the projected ODA flows are modest as a per-
gotiations separate from the provision of con- centage of donors' GNP, they will still require
cessional assistance. Finally, modifications of early and substantial increases in commitments
present practices would be complicated by the by the major donors. In recent years, there has
fact that an increasing proportion of developing been a marked increase in the concessionality
country debt is owed to private sources, and no of ODA, and during the last year various DAC
formal mechanism exists to renegotiate such members have announced debt relief measures
debt. for the least developed countries, including can-

In deciding the coverage and terms of debt cellation of outstanding concessional ODA debt,
renegotiations the medium-term prospects of conversion of undisbursed concessional loans
individual countries ought to receive greater to grants and, in some cases, the provision of
consideration than is commonly given at pres- compensation in the form of grants or soft loans
ent. First, as in aid group consultations, Paris for debt service payments due. Detailed ar-
Club meetings could, as a matter of course, ask rangements still have to be worked out in many
multilateral institutions to present a detailed of these cases and legislative approval will be
evaluation of the medium-term prospects and required. Further efforts will also be needed if
needs of the country concerned. Discussions these debt relief actions are to add to the ODA
have recently been initiated on a proposal of that would have otherwise been available. In
this nature. Systematic assessments of medium- addition to increasing the flow of official re-
term prospects would serve both as a back- sources, the share of such resources going to
ground for the renegotiations and also as a basic Low Income countries needs to be raised.
scenario against which the implications of dif- On occasion, disbursements of committed
ferent terms of debt renegotiation could be con- ODA project finance have been hampered, for
sidered. This would permit, under the auspices a number of reasons, including the complexity
of the present ad hoc mechanisms, the debt cov- of projects, especially in relatively new areas
ered and its amortization and grace periods to such as rural development and education, and,
be adjusted according to the expected balance in some countries, limitations on absorptive ca-
of payments situation of the debtor country. pacity. Improvements in technical assistance
Moreover, if it was considered warranted in the and aid procedures can help to reduce such dif-
particular case, concessional terms of repay- ficulties. Better coordination among different
ment could be negotiated to provide resource donor agencies could reduce competition for
transfers through debt relief, as has been projects in the same sector and enhance the
done for Ghana and Indonesia. Second, bisque complementarity of resource flows. In bilateral
clauses,' which were used for Indonesia in 1970, aid programs, more program and sector finance,

more finance for local currency expenditures,
'A "bisque clause" written into the Agreed Minutes of the untying of aid, better technical assistance and
debt renegotiations permits the debtor, under certain con- streamlining of aid procedures in donor coun-
ditions, some agreed amount of further debt relief without
cumbersome renegotiations. tries would all work to increase the rate of aid
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disbursement. Such measures merit special em- rect managerial control by the parent company is
phasis for the least developed nations. being superseded by management participation,

Aid from OPEC countries has been substan- technical assistance agreements, production
tial, particularly since 1974. Net disbursements sharing and supply contracts. These changes
of concessional assistance by OPEC members have resulted partly as a response of multina-
amounted to 2.7 percent of GNP in 1975. Since tional corporations to host country controls on
then, the decline of OPEC aid as a share of GNP foreign investment, and partly from the growth
has reflected the reduction in the current ac- of competition from new suppliers, who are in-
count surpluses of these countries. Although the creasingly willing to design arrangements to
terms of OPEC aid are somewhat harder than suit host country requirements. The term "pAi-
those of DAC members, a much greater propor- vate direct foreign investment" as it is currently
tion of OPEC aid is untied. The distribution of understood-equity participation by a foreign
OPEC aid has widened from a small group of firm with an effective voice in the managemeilt
recipient countries, and is increasingly being of the enterprise-does not encompass these
channeled through aid institutions that have shifts. Consequently, information based on tra-
been established in some OPEC nations. While ditional definitions of equity participation tends
general balance of payments support and the to underestimate the role of transnational firms
provision of oil on concessional terms-the in capital flows to developing nations in recent
dominant forms of OPEC aid in earlier years- years. More important, policies based on the
continue to be important, there is a growing traditional concepts would not address the new
emphasis on project assistance. A striking fea- economic realities.
ture of OPEC aid is the significant extent of co- In devising policies to encourage foreign in-
financing of projects with other bilateral and vestment and to increase the flow of net benefits
multilateral aid agencies. to the host country, a developing nation's over-
Private Direct Foreign Investment all economic policies are of crucial importance.

Net private direct foreign investment in de- Many case studies confirm that these, together
veloping countries was equivalent to about 15 with a country's economic structure and stage
percent of the net inflows of medium- and long- of development, are much more important in
term loans between 1975 and 1977. During the attracting foreign investment than are special
1960s, direct foreign investment had increased incentives. The latter are costly and frequently
by only about 4 percent a year in real terms, ineffectual. Many developing nations deploy
reflecting the control of such flows by develop- performance-oriented policies of control on
ing countries and regulations by some major foreign investment, for example by requiring
industrialized nations. The growth of these foreign firms to use domestic inputs and labor,
flows accelerated temporarily in the early 1970s, and controlling access to the local financial
because of the rapid economic growth and more market. Sometimes such policies can have ad-
pragmatic policies toward transnational firms in verse effects on the host country, for example
Middle Income countries, as well as the raw by creating a local labor elite. The effective im-
materials boom of this period. Between 1960 plementation of these and other controls on
and 1976, France, the Federal Republic of Ger- foreign direct investment poses significant ad-
many, Japan, the UK and the US accounted for ministrative burdens, which need to be period-
more than 80 percent of the total flows. Nearly ically assessed and weighed against the benefits
40 percent of foreign investment during 1966-76 the controls are designed to secure. In the in-
went to Latin America and the Caribbean, and dustrialized countries, where the bulk of foreiglh
about 25 percent to East Asian countries. Sev- investment originates, policies which do not
eral developing countries, particularly in Latin discriminate between domestic and foreign in-
America and East Asia, have begun to under- vestment would normally be desirable and
take direct foreign investment in other devel- would help to deal with the different pressure
oping countries. groups involved. International institutions, such

The character of links between private trans- as the UN Conference on Trade and Develop-
national firms and developing countries has ment and the UN Center on Transnational Cor-
been changing in recent years. First, equity porations, are engaged in articulating general
participation is being gradually replaced by the rules of conduct, providing technical assistance
use of loans and suppliers' credits. Second, di- for some developing nations, and encouraging
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bilateral action on taxation agreements between creased use of oil substitutes, particularly coal
home and host countries. and nuclear power, and, in the longer term,

there is potential for using resources such as
Energy shale oils, tar sands and solar energy. Second,
The Outlook for Commercial Energy increases in domestic energy prices and other

Global energy prospects have been exten- types of energy conservation measures taken in
sively researched. Estimates of future demand the industrialized countries have slowed the
and supply vary considerably, depending on the growth of their energy consumption: prior to
assumptions made about resource availabilities, 1973, energy consumption had increased at
economic growth, pricing policies, the respon- about the same rate as aggregate output, where-
siveness of energy demand and supply to as between 1973 and l977their energy consump-
changes in prices and incomes, and political and tion increased by only 3 percent, while their
environmental factors. The projections in Table GDP expanded by about 9 percent. Third, in-
24 should be viewed not as a forecast but rather creased international energy prices have made
as an illustration of the broad orders of magni- the exploration and development of energy re-
tude involved. They assume that economies will sources much more profitable. Dramatic oil
grow at the rates assumed in the Base scenario finds such as those in Mexico may be unlikely,
and that reasonable conservation efforts will be but the prospects for more modest discoveries
undertaken. As indicated, after 1985, world and increased exploitation of known resources
demand for energy is likely to outstrip supply, are good.
adding to upward pressure on the price. The international energy balance is nonethe-

However, the increase in the real price of less likely to continue tight, and substantial con-
energy during the next decade, above present cerns remain. Heavy dependence on foreign
levels, need not be large, if sustained efforts sources of supply makes the majority of coun-
are made to develop both oil and non-oil energy tries concerned to ensure access to energy in
resources and to restrain demand for energy, the required volumes at reasonable prices and
and if there are no major production setbacks on an uninterrupted basis; short-run instability,
as a result of political disturbances or oil con- marked by disruptions in supply or temporary
servation policies. Several factors support this increases in oil prices, can arise easily, as shown
view. First, there are the possibilities for in- by recent events. As the principal source of

24. Commercial Primary Energy Balances, 1960-90
Average Annual

Million Barrels a Day of Oil Equivalent Percentage Growth Rate
1976 1985 1990 1960-76 1976-90

Pro- Con- Pro- Con- Pro- Con- Pro- Con- Pro- Con-
duc- sump- duc- sump- duc- sump- duc- sump- duc- sump-
tion tion tion tion tion tiorn tion tion tion tion

Developing Countriesa 26.5 16.8 41.5 27.3 51.3 38.4 6.7 6.7 4.8 6.1

(Net Oil Exporting
Countries] (20.0) (4.2) (28.43 (6.9] (32.8) (9.9] (7.2] (6.9) (3.6] (6.3)

(Net Oil Importing
Countries) (6.5) (12.6) (13.1) (20.43 (18.5) (28.5) (5.2) (6.7) (7.8) (6.0)

Industrialized
Countries 46.5 69.8 61.0 91.5 70.7 109.7 2.6 4.1 3.0 3.3

Capital Surplus
Oil Exporters 16.1 0.8 23.5 1.5 25.5 2.3 10.7 13.9 3.3 7.8

Centrally Planned
Economies 37.9 34.4 54.7 52.1 66.7 64.3 4.4 4.3 4.1 4.6

Bunkers and Others n.a. 5.3 n.a. 6.5 n.a. 7.0

Total 127.0 127.1 180.7 178.9 214.2 221.7 4.5 4.5 3.8 4.1

Note: Primary energy here refers to coal and lignite, crude petroleum, natural gas and natural gas liquids, hydro and nuclear
electricity, expressed in barrels a day of oil equivalent.
'Here, as throughout this report, the group of "developing countries" excludes only the capital surplus members of the Orga-
nization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. Thus, the energy balances of other OPEC members-Algeria, Ecuador, Gabon, Indo-
nesia, Iran, Iraq, Nigeria and Venezuela-are included in those for developing countries.
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petroleum for many importing nations, OPEC gradual and predictable increases in oil prices
production is the critical balancing factor, and would be more advantageous than sharp
hence changes in output in OPEC nations can changes at unpredictable intervals. This would
significantly alter the global energy balance. facilitate investment planning in alternative
Second, bringing new energy sources into pro- energy sources and permit orderly adjustments
duction requires large investments with long in the oil importing nations, even though the
lead times. Partly because of these long gestation weaker and worst affected oil importing devel-
periods, the decline in the share of oil in total oping countries would nevertheless need special
world energy consumption is likely to be grad- balance of payments support to permit phased
ual, from 45 percent in 1976 to about 40 percent adjustment to the price increases. Converse'ry,
in 1990. Third, there are uncertainties on the the health of the world economy, especially of
demand side, the future economic growth of the the major oil importing industrialized nations,
industrialized countries being the most crucial is important for maintaining a strong market for
factor. Small changes in their rate of growth can the oil sold by the petroleum exporting countries
substantially affect world demand for energy. and for preserving the value of the key cur-
Finally, energy conservation policies in certain rencies in which the latter hold their financial
key oil importing nations have, so far, been wealth. The oil exporting nations constitute sub-
weaker than desirable. stantial markets for goods, technology and

The energy problem over the next two dec- skills exported by industrialized and develop-
ades should be seen as one of transition, in ing nations-elements that are necessary for the
which countries need to adjust to higher energy development of these oil nations.
prices and ensure that their incremental needs Industrialized countries dominate the energy
can increasingly be met from sources other than market, accounting for more than a third of
oil. World oil production is expected to peak world production and more than half of world
around the end of this century. Actions are consumption (Figure 5). Energy production in
needed now to assure increased production these nations is expected to increase by about
from both oil and non-oil sources in the late 3 percent a year between 1976 and 1990. Coal
1980s and 1990s. Price and non-price measures and nuclear power are each expected to account
are also required to control the growth of de- for about 40 percent of the anticipated produc-
mand. All the major groups of countries have tion increases, with relatively modest overall
their own problems of transition. For the indus- increases in petroleum and natural gas produc-
trialized countries, the main issues lie in the tion. Some of the major issues affecting the
conservation of demand, improvements in the development of coal and nuclear power are
safety of nuclear power and the development environmental preservation, safety, and the un-
of synthetic fuels. For the OPEC countries, and certainties related to oil prices. These factors
other major oil exporting countries, the princi- have resulted in long delays and cost overruns
pal concerns include the determination of the in nuclear power development-problems that
rate at which to exploit their non-renewable are likely to be exacerbated by recent events in
resource, and the design of a development strat- the US nuclear power industry, which have
egy that will ease the transition to a post-oil heightened the sensitivity to safety hazards and
future. For the oil importing developing coun- increased the costs of insuring against them. it-
tries, the priorities are to explore and develop creasing reliance on coal-fired electricity, In-
domestic commercial energy sources, to in- cluding the conversion of existing oil-fired
crease the efficiency of non-commercial and plants, poses additional problems, since coal
non-conventional sources, and to adjust to can be costly to transport and inconvenient to
higher energy prices. handle, and, in Japan and Europe, coal will be

Though different groups of countries face progressively more costly to extract from deep
different sets of transitional problems, virtually underground mines. Non-conventional energy
all nations share a strong interest in assuring sources are unlikely to be quantitatively im-
that the transition is a smooth one. Oil import- portant in this century. Energy consumption in
ing nations need a stable and predictable supply. the industrialized countries is expected to grow
To the extent that the preservation of balance more slowly than in 1960-73, partly as a result
in the global energy market requires real price of the slower rate of economic growth and
increases over the next two or three decades, partly because of demand conservation. OECD
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estimates indicate that with proven technology,
Figure X considered economic at present prices, con-

VPopulation, Eniergy Produtiou and: -: n servation measures could save 16-20 percent of
Consumption, 1976; the total consumption otherwise projected for

1985, with 40 percent of this conservation po-
Developing Centrally Planned tential in the transport sector and about 30ECountries Econornies

percent each in the industrialized and residen-
= Industrialized i Capital surplus tial-commercial sectors. Industrialized coun-
LAJ : o-nt,ies Oil Exporters :: : :. -- :-:Ctries need to devote urgent attention to realizing

:- - XShares o ord; ; -= ~ 0 t:; ~ 00 :0: :f; Eu as much as possible of this conservation poten-
0 Populaon-.X:0f=f; - 0 .:;;.- tial, which is equivalent to half of the present

oil production of OPEC countries. Since the US
consumes about 25 percent more energy per unit
of GDP than Western Europe, the scope for
conservation is likely to be greater in the US.

OPEC countries produce about one-fourth of
the world's commercial energy. Consequently a
5 percent change in the net energy requirements
of the non-OPEC world would imply a 20 per-
cent change in OPEC production to meet the
needs. For the capital surplus OPEC countries
and major oil exporters such as Mexico, rates
of production will be determined partly by non-

Shares of World economic considerations and partly by the ex-
:- Energy Production - _,.,;._.L t-0 f - 0pected real rates of return on financial assets.

In view of the oil conservation policies being
followed by some of the OPEC countries, and
the oil reserve situation and technical con-
straints on increasing production in others,
OPEC oil production is likely to rise much more

127 slowly than in the past. These countries are
likely to increase their production and domestic
use of natural gas. Like other countries, OPEC
members need to channel more public resources
to the exploration and development of addi-
tional energy resources. Private investment in
exploration, and the ratios of proven reserves

Shares of World to production, are declining in some of these
-nergy Consumption countries, while their domestic consumption of

oil is rising.2 For the long run, as is argued in
Chapter 8 below, all oil exporting countries
need to develop the non-oil sectors of their
economies, to maintain the growth of income as
their oil reserves are depleted.

; 00 0 : 122: - ;Mg:: -Energy production in centrally planned econ-
:-; --~ 0 omies, which account for about 30 percent of

t:-;if-; = :0-_ ~ : :: world production, is expected to grow more
slowly than in the past, primarily because of the
slower growth of oil production expected in the
USSR, where a growing proportion of output

-Note:fNumbers beside piersindicatemworldtotals.
Population-is measured in millions; energy produetion l r
and consumption amr in million barrels 'il reserves are considered proven when exploratory drill-
equivalent. Percentages may not add to, l X : ing has confirmed the existence of measured quantities of
dueto:rounding. oil that are recoverable from known fields at current prices

and costs using presently available technology.
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increases will have to come from smaller oil commercial energy in broad groups of develop-
fields in more difficult terrain. This slowdown ing countries may be gauged from Table 25,
is likely to be only partly offset by rapid growth which presents estimates for 1976 and 1990. The
of coal production in the People's Republic of appropriate combination of energy policies in
China and of natural gas production in the USSR. particular countries will depend on their spe-
As a group, centrally planned economies are ex- cific energy demand and supply conditions.
pected to remain marginal exporters of energy. Here the discussion dwells on three areas of

Developing countries account for a relatively general relevance: development of indigenous
small share of the world's production and con- resources, possibilities for demand conserva-
sumption of commercial energy. The growth of tion measures, and energy pricing.-
energy consumption in these countries slowed The rise in international energy prices has in-
down to an average of about 5 percent a year creased the incentives for developing known
during 1973-76, though it was typically faster energy resources in developing countries and
than this in oil exporting developing countries. has also justified increased expenditure on re-
Electricity consumption continued to increase source exploration and pre-investment activity.
rapidly, with its share in total energy consump- However, on the basis of the limited information
tion rising from 16 percent in 1960 to 25 percent currently available, it appears that relatively
in 1976. In the years 1976 to 1990, the developing few developing countries have significantly in-
countries' energy consumption is expected to creased the proportion of national investment
grow faster than that in industrialized countries, allocated to energy development. Though this
reflecting theirhigher expected economic growth partly reflects the inherently long lead times in
rates and rising levels of industrialization and energy sector projects, it is also a consequence
urbanization. Moreover, commercial energy is of impediments to energy resource develop-
likely to substitute increasingly for non-com- ment in these nations.
mercial energy in developing countries. Their Increases in the price of oil and gas have been
share in world energy consumption is expected sufficient to cover the cost of exploiting known
to rise from under 14 percent in 1976 to about oil and gas reserves that were previously uneco-
17 percent in 1990. Although the developing nomic, because of their small size, the expense
countries as a group will remain net exporters of the enhanced recovery methods needed for
of energy, oil importing countries are projected low-pressure wells, or high transport costs. Ex-
to require increasing amounts of imported ploration for petroleum has also become com-
energy. mercially viable in previously unattractive

The Base case projections outlined in Chapter areas. A study prepared for the World Bank
2 assumed that the real price of traded energy identified 70 developing countries with a poten-
would remain constant at its average level of tial for oil and gas production, of which only 22
1975-78. If the real price of internationally already produce oil and gas or are about to do
traded energy is 30 percent higher in 1990 than so. Of the remainder, 38 countries have pros-
it was in 1975-78, then the additional annual bur- pects of finding significant quantities of petro-
den on the balance of payments of oil importing leum to help meet their domestic needs, but in
developing countries would be an estimated only seven has exploration been adequate, and
US$30 billion by 1990 (at current prices). While in another seven moderate.8 Oil importing dr-
this amount is equivalent to no more than 3 per- veloping countries, which have 2 percent- of
cent of the projected total exports of these coun- the world's proven oil reserves, may account
tries in that year, it is equivalent to about 20 for 15 percent of the world's ultimately recov-
percent of the projected net disbursements of erable reserves. Even so, the number of ex-
medium- and long-term capital to these nations ploratory wells drilled per thousand square
in that year. Moreover, the burden of additional miles in these countries has been only a small
payments for energy is likely to be particularly fraction of that in the industrialized countries.
severe for some of the poorest developing The main impediments to the exploration and
countries. development of the petroleum and gas resources

Commercial Energy Development in in developing countries are the scarcity of
Developing Countries

The reltive iportane of diferentenergy 'An adequate level of exploration is considered as one thatThe relative importance of diff erent energy is likely to lead to the esrly identification of exploitable
sources in the production and consumption of reserves.
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25. Developing Countries: Commercial Primary Energy Balances, 1976 and 1990
(Million barrels a day of oil equivalent)

All Developing Countriesa Net Oil Importers Net Oil Exporters

1976 1990 1976 1990 1976 1990

Production 26.5 51.3 6.5 18.5 20.0 32.8
Petroleum 19.5 27.6 1.2 3.8 18.3 23.8
Gas 1.8 8.6 0.4 1.2 1.4 7.4
Coal 3.6 8.4 3.5 8.0 0.1 0.4
Primary Electricity 1.6 6.7 1.4 5.5 0.2 1.2

(of which nuclear] (0.1] (2.4) (0.1) (2.0) (.) (0.4)
Consumption 16.8 38.4 12.6 28.5 4.2 9.9

Petroleum 10.0 20.5 7.2 14.6 2.8 5.9
.Gas 1.4 3.5 0.4 1.2 1.0 2.3
Coal 3.8 7.7 3.6 7.2 0.2 0.5
Primary Electricity 1.6 6.7 1.4 5.5 0.2 1.2

Net Imports -9.7 -12.9 6.1 10.0 -15.8 -22.9
Petroleum -9.5 -7.1 6.0 10.8 -15.5 -17.9
Gas -0.4 -5.1 (.) (. -0.4 -5.1
Other 0.2 -0.7 0.1 -0.8 0.1 0.1

Note: Primary energy here refers to coal and lignite, crude petroleum, natural gas and natural gas liquids, hydro and nuclear
electricity, expressed in barrels a day of oil equivalent.
aHere, as throughout this report, the group of "developing countries" excludes only the capital surplus members of the Orga-
nization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. Thus the energy balances of other OPEC members-Algeria, Ecuador, Gabon, Indo-
nesia, Iran, Iraq, Nigeria and Venezuela-are included in those for developing countries.

risk capital for exploration, inadequate anal- of the increase came from countries with large
ysis of the data derived from exploration, and and established coal industries, such as India,
a shortage of skilled personnel and institu- the Republic of Korea, Turkey, Yugoslavia and
tions to deal effectively with international oil Viet Nam. In the years to come, the production
companies. Many developing countries find that of coal in developing nations is expected to in-
though they have potentially economic exploit- crease by over 6 percent annually, so that its
able resources, they cannot attract international share in their total commercial energy produc-
oil companies, either because not enough is tion would rise from less than 14 percent in
known about the characteristics of these re- 1976 to over 16 percent in 1990. Developing
sources, or because the petroleum deposits are countries are estimated to have nearly 15 per-
believed to be too small, or because the contract cent of the world's proven reserves of coal. India
terms offered are inappropriate. These coun- accounts for over half of these reserves, and
tries would benefit from external capital to Brazil and Yugoslavia for another fourth. About
finance exploratory drilling, and from assistance 20 developing countries, including Bangladesh,
in training and institution building. The total Bolivia, Cameroon, Honduras and Madagascar
investment requirements during 1976-85 of non- have coal resources but had not started produc-
OPEC developing countries for the exploration, tion as of 1978, notwithstanding the sharp in-
ctevelopment and production of oil and gas- creases in oil prices in 1973-74. Starting new
including installation of crude oil pipelines- coal production anywhere is apt to be a lengthy
are estimated at about US$7 billion a year (at and difficultprocess, but in developing countries
1977 prices). These countries also need help in the difficulties are often compounded by a lack
negotiating agreements with international oil of adequate transportation, insufficient invest-
companies and in modifying legislation and pro- ment funds and technical know-how, uncertain-
cedures to facilitate such cooperation. The ties regarding export demand and, most imme-
World Bank's recent decision to expand lending diately, a lack of detailed geological data on
and technical support for such activities goes which to base coal investment projects. By con-
some way toward meeting these needs. trast with petroleum, the problem is less one of

Coal production in developing countries in- identifying the existence of resources, and more
creased by 7.6 percent a year between 1973 and of determining their quality and economic vi-
1976, compared with only about 3 percent a ability. During the coming decade, national and
year in industrialized countries. Over 90 percent international strategies should be directed main-
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ly toward detailed exploration and pre-invest- Germany, for example, from 1953-73, the use of
ment studies of known Goal resources, along energy per unit of industrial output fell by over
with investments in coal mines and associated 40 percent; in practically all industries the fall
infrastructure where proven and commercially was greater than 10 percent. Energy can be con-
viable reserves exist. served in the transport sector by encouraging

Hydro-electric power plants already account the use of mass transit, rather than private ve-
for 40 percent of the installed capacity for elec- hicles, and through improvements in fuel effi-
tricity generation in developing countries, but ciency attained by increased use of trucks with
the unexploited hydro potential remains vast. diesel engines, phasing out steam locomotives,
It is estimated that in developing countries of and upgrading railroad rolling stock. In the
Africa only 2 percent of the technically feasible power sector, energy can be saved by encourag-
potential has been exploited, while the corre- ing larger system sizes-an objective which in
sponding proportions in Latin America and Asia some regions, such as West Africa and Central
are 6 percent and 12 percent, respectively. These America, would entail the interconnection of
proportions are only indicative as they do not national power systems. Higher overall effi-
take account of production and distribution ciency can be attained in industrial areas by
costs and market potential. The development cogeneration schemes, which supply power
of hydro-power has been held back by its high jointly with process steam for industries. Where
capital costs, a lack of sufficient preparatory the natural gas byproduct of crude oil extrac-
work for formulating projects and, in some tion is flared at present, it can be harnessed
cases, disagreements between riparian states, for power generation, industrial uses or re-
which limit the use of water resources and the injection for secondary oil recovery; a project
export of hydro-power. of this nature is being prepared in Egypt. The

A few countries, including Argentina, the Re- conversion of electricity generating plants from
public of China, India and Pakistan already have oil to coal, as has been done in Chile, is another
nuclear power while others, such as Brazil, Iran possibility to be considered. The potential for
and Mexico, are expected soon to become pro- saving energy in the residential sector is lim-
ducers. Serious problems remain with respect to ited except in some of the richer Middle Income
the disposal of radioactive waste, safety, and countries.
environmental considerations. Furthermore, the Despite these possibilities, developing coun-
demanding requirements of technical and man- tries have not yet given much emphasis to de-
agerial expertise, and the need for plants to be mand conservation measures, partly because in
large to be commercially viable, tend to limit many of them the absolute level of energy con-
their use to Middle Income and large countries. sumption is low, and partly because conser-

Looking beyond the next decade, note should vation measures are difficult to implement and
be taken of the very substantial untapped re- require substantial use of scarce capital and
sources of shale oils and heavy oils in develop- technical and managerial skills. Greater atten-
ing countries. Brazil, the People's Republic of tion will need to be given to demand conserva-
China and Zaire, for example, possess substan- tion in the future as energy consumption ex-
tial shale oil resources, while Ecuador, Peru and pands with industrialization and urbanization.
Venezuela have large deposits of heavy oils. Conservation efforts that focus on improve-
These resources can be expected to become ments in urban mass transit systems and in
commercially viable in a world of higher petro- energy-intensive industrial activities are likely
leum prices and improved extractive technolo- to yield the quickest rewards.
gies. Energy pricing is a complex issue. Most de-

There are significant possibilities for conserv- veloping countries subsidize different forms of
ing energy demand in developing countries, par- energy to pursue a variety of objectives. Kero-
ticularly in the industrial and transport sectors, sene is frequently subsidized to benefit poor
which together account for 70-90 percent of final consumers. Energy for industry is priced below
commercial energy consumption in these na- cost to encourage industrialization. In oil ex-
tions. Energy use in industry can be limited by porting countries, domestic consumer prices are
adopting the more energy-efficient techniques kept well below international levels, because it
developed in industrialized countries, as old cap- is politically difficult to do otherwise, in view of
ital stock is replaced. In the Federal Republic of the low costs of production. In a number of
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countries an inactive energy pricing policy is though they are often bought and sold. Some of
based on the belief that the importance of the them are also referred to as non-conventional
public sector in production, processing and con- energy sources. Such forms of energy only sup-
sumption of energy blunts the allocative role of ply about 5 percent of world energy consump-
energy prices. The complex energy pricing poli- tion. But they account for about half the total
cies of many developing countries allow certain energy production of oil importing developing
producers and consumers to reap unintended countries, supplying more than 85 percent of the
windfall gains, and also distort production in- requirements of rural areas in many developing
centives. The subsidization of electricity prices, countries. Some Low Income nations, such as
for example, frequently weakens the capacity Mali, Nepal and Tanzania, rely on non-commer-
to finance power development and sometimes cial sources for 90 percent of their energy needs.
benefits better-off groups in society. The demand for such fuels is dominated by

Since the oil price increases of 1973-74, de- household uses, primarily cooking. About half
veloping countries have made significant prog- of the world's population today cooks with non-
ress in increasing energy prices to domestic commercial energy.
users, though scope remains for further price Despite the importance of non-commercial en-
rises. Between 1973 and 1977 the prices for the ergy in developing countries, neither national
most commonly used petroleum distillates regis- nor international institutions have yet given
tered increases averaging over 40 percent in real sufficient attention to the sources and technol-
terms in the oil importing developing countries, ogies being used, their economic and environ-
compared with an average increase of about a mental consequences, or to the development of
third in industrialized nations. Nevertheless, alternatives. The acute scarcity of reliable infor-
prices for most petroleum products in develop- mation calls for more attention to data gathering
ing countries remain significantly below the and research. However, some of the emerging
levels prevailing in industrialized nations. More- problems are so pressing that corrective actions
over, electricity prices in developing countries and policies must be initiated on the basis of
rose by only about a third of the average in- existing knowledge.
crease in energy prices. Policies for the manage- Deforestation and fuelwood shortages have
ment of energy resources and uses in dev,eloping become a critical problem and are appropriately
countries will require attention to elements labeled "the other energy crisis." In Nepal, the
other than pricing, such as environmental con- growing demand for fuelwood, fodder and cul-
trols, safety standards and strategic require- tivable land is denuding the hillsides and caus-
ments. But the potential benefits from further ing severe erosion, which is reducing the fertility
reform of energy pricing should not be under- of the soil and its capacity to retain water during
estimated. With the future supply and interna- the dry season. If the present rate of deforesta-
tional prices of energy subject to so much tion continues, Nepal's hillsides will be com-
uncertainty, further efforts are desirable to move pletely bare in 15 years. Deforestation and soil
domestic energy prices toward international erosion are also serious problems in other coun-
levels, reducing excessive and general subsidies,- tries, ncluding El Salvador and Haiti; in the
so as to encourage the conservation of demand Sahel and Sudan they have accelerated the proc-
and the development of indigenous energy re- ess of desertification. Estimates indicate that at
sources. To avoid severe political difficulties the least 12 nations are currently using fuelwood at
reforms could be implemented gradually, and an annual rate faster than their forests can sus-
s'elective tightly targeted subsidies for low in- tain. This does not mean that deforestation is
come users and infant industries may need to be not a serious problem in other countries. Most
retained. nations suffer from severe fuelwood shortages

around densely populated areas. This is true
Non-commercial and Non-conventional Energy even of nations as rich in timber as Zaire, which

The traditional sectors of developing econo- uses only a small fraction of its sustainable for-
mies rely heavily on energy from firewood, char- est yield. In many other countries, as fuelwood
coal, plant and animal residues, human and becomes more difficult to obtain, the use of other
animal effort, solar energy, and, to a lesser ex- fuels, such as animal and crop residues, is in-
tent, wind and water power. Many of these creasing, with serious implications for soil fer-
sources are referred to as non-commercial, al- tility, crop yields and the availability of
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livestock feeds. This is of particular significance available technology would cost several hun-
in the drier areas of Africa, much of South Asia, dred billion US dollars. It would be more prac-
and some parts of Latin America. tical to improve the locally available traditional

Programs for afforestation and reforestation fuels while efforts are made to reduce the costs
are urgently required. Current progress in this of rural electrification. Similarly, in many places
area falls far short of needs. According to rough the immediate introduction of agricultural ma-
estimates, the present rate of afforestation in chinery and chemical fertilizers is impractical,
developing countries may be less than a tenth of both because of their high monetary costs and
that necessary to ensure that these nations are because of the effects of mechanization on tlhe
reasonably self-sufficient in fuelwood at the end demand for labor. Efforts to promote the use of
of this century. However, the traditional solu- draft animals and traditional fertilizer can help
tion of merely planting trees will not work. The to make agriculture more productive without
history of failed reforestation projects provides adding to the demand for commercial energy.
some cautionary guidance. In particular, it is Several non-conventional energy technologies
extremely difficult to prevent trees from being are practical and competitive in developing
felled prematurely to satisfy urgent basic needs countries at present prices. The improved wood
for fuelwood. It is therefore essential to start stoves already mentioned can be constructed
afforestation programs early, before the situa- largely from local materials for about US$5-10
tion becomes critical. each; with stronger promotion and the develop-

It may also be useful to integrate forestry ment of extension services and artisan training
projects in rural development programs, which schemes, the use of these stoves could be greatly
are perceived by the rural population to address extended. Charcoal yields can be doubled by
their basic needs, and which take account of the introduction of better-designed kilns. Biogas
the close interconnections between forestry, plants are in use in various countries, including
fodder and food production. Moreover, forestry the People's Republic of China, the Republic of
projects could include the promotion of low- China, India and the Republic of Korea. How-
cost stoves, which need only half as much fire- ever, economies of scale make them more viable
wood as open fires. Such provision has already for relatively wealthy families with four or five
been made in a number of projects, supported head of cattle and enough land to use the sludge
by the World Bank, in countries such as Bu- produced for fertilizer. An Indian subsidy pro-
rundi, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan and Tanzania. gram for biogas plants was discontinued when
Afforestation efforts are likely to be more suc- it was found to have increased the effective price
cessful if the central government is committed of dung, causing hardship to the poor. Solar
to decentralizing control, so that village and dryers can be used to dry crops and can reduce
district level administrations can effectively losses in storage. Solar water heaters are eco-
participate in managing local resources, With nomical, and solar power is being used to distill
proper management, and appropriate fast grow- water in some parts of the world. Windmills of
ing species of trees, an area can yield five times traditional and advanced designs are worth con-
as much fuelwood as a natural forest. Some sidering in areas with adequate wind and poor
countries, including the Philippines and the Re- rainfall. Micro-hydro schemes can be used to
public of Korea, have launched promising af- provide electricity in small isolated communi-
forestation programs on a large scale. ties. Ethyl alcohol can be readily produced in

Though the use of commercial energy tends most developing countries by fermenting and
to increase with development and industrializa- distilling agricultural products with a high con-
tion, because of its high cost large sections of tent of starch or sugar. The resulting crude alco-
the world's population will continue to rely pn hol can be used as a fuel for cooking and, after
non-commercial sources for the foreseeable dehydration, can be used as an additive to auto-
future. Hence in most developing countries motive gasoline, or even as a substitute for it, if
plans for energy development should seek to engines are suitably modified. In most cases,
improve the availability and efficiency of these however, alcohol from fermented agricultural
sources. For example, roughly 300 million house- products remains more costly than gasoline, and
holds in developing countries have no electric- production is still small relative to fuel demands,
ity. Even if it were technically feasible, to except in Brazil, where an ambitious effort is
provide connections to them using presently under way.
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The opportunities for further development necessary to improve the data base on non-
and improvement of non-conventional energy conventional and non-commercial energy uses
sources and uses are substantial: existing tech- and technologies, and to assess the environ-
nologies need to be systematically evaluated, mental damage that might result from their
and new ones developed. The priorities for pol- application. International cooperation and ex-
icy in this area depend on the stage of tech- change of information can help to avoid duplica-
nological development. Where economically tion of effort.
competitive technologies exist, but their current To sum up, the energy outlook for all coun-
use is limited, policies should focus on promot- tries in the next two decades is fraught with
ing their use and resolving implementation considerable uncertainty. For energy importing
problems. Where technologies are at an early nations, rich and poor, it is desirable to err on
stage of development, further design efforts and the safe side-overdoing demand conservation
i¶nplementation trials are necessary before the and undertaking "excessive" investments for
new technologies can be propagated in homes increased energy production-because the dis-
and communities. At present, research and de- ruptive effects of shortfalls can be serious. In
velopment concentrate disproportionately on the long run, such risk-averse behavior by en-
mechanical power and electricity; more wide- ergy importing nations is also in the interests
spread benefits may be gained from shifting the of today's energy exporting nations, which stand
emphasis to cooking needs and the more efficient to gain from rapid and non-inflationary growth
use of draft animals. Systematic research is in the world economy.
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